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It's almost time for brandy and Monica's historic battle on Instagram Live, and we couldn't be more excited. The two had a rocky relationship at least, which began at the time of their Platinum No 1 single Boy Is Mine in 1998. Both continued to establish their own solo careers, complete with lots of music
videos and their own iconic moments. To prepare for the Battle of Versus, we'll look back at the top ten monica music videos. 'A Dozen Roses (You Remind Me)' In the mid-2000s, it was still common for any woman showing off her sexuality to be seen as doing it for mens' attention rather than for their own
empowerment. In a music video for A Dozen Roses (You Remind Me), Monica shows what it looks like for a sexy black woman to be in control of herself - and googly-eyed men who yearn for her. 'Everything for Me' Like The Dozen Roses (You Remind Me), Everything for Me was brought to life with the
help of Monica's friend Missy Elliott. NFL star Chad Johnson (FKA Chad Ochocinco) stars as love Monica's interest in a music video that helps co-parent a young girl, presumably a stand-in for her own children. 'So Gone' Monica ooed the attitude in the So Gone video, so it's no surprise that the song has
remained so loved by fans over the years. The #SoGoneChallenge in 2016 gave the song a new life for the social media generation - but when a fan asked Brandy if she would get her own version of the challenge, she sparked another mini-controversy by answering Chile's bye. 'Just Another Girl' Monica
used to take care of the look in the video for Just Another Girl, and she knows it. Her facial expressions as viewers (viewers in the video and people watching on the other side of the screen) look at her as a yes and? without saying anything. 'Before You Walk Out of My Life' From the beginning of her
career, Monica has been able to play a sad and cast away lover as well as she can entitled a single girl. She is just a teenager in the video Before You Walk Out of My Life, but she commands your attention all the time as she looks straight into the camera and reveals her feelings. 'Don't Take It Personal
(Just One of Dem Days)' This was Monica's first solo single and music video, released in 1995 when she was just 14 years old. Don't Take It Personal (Just One of Dem Days) uttered Monica's potential star power, and also sent a powerful message: that even as a young teenager, she is perfectly fine on
her own and doesn't need a man or anyone else to feel better. RELATED: Monica isn't open to an Instagram Battle with Brandy because past Drama 'U Should've Known Better' Monica exudes raw emotion and regret in the U Should've Known Better video, where G-Unit rapper Young Buck plays her
estranged lover. 'Street Symphony' Black leather looks like one of Monica and Brandy's signature looks, and in the Street Symphony video, she leads her girl gang of backup dancers She is in charge of her own story and gets her ex-lover arrested. 'The Boy Is Mine' Is where it all started. Both Brandy and
Monica were R&B's girls in the mid-'90s, but when they met for The Boy Is Mine, they were unstoppable. It was also their biggest point of contention, with the drama surrounding the songs sparking their decades-long beef. It all belonged to me when Monica and Brandy temporarily crushed their beef in
2012, people thought it was the end of their longstanding feud. It all belongs to me having Monica and Brandy uniting and taking control of their narrative - at least temporarily. While this year's slate of film offerings includes a number of typical large-channel action films, dystopian sci-fi films and comedies,
several film adaptations of popular musicals are coming to cinemas in 2014. Jersey Boys - a film based on the Tony Award-winning Broadway musical of the same name - debuts on June 20. Directed by Clint Eastwood, this musical biography drama tells the story of the legendary 1960s band The Four
Seasons and features Christopher Walken, John Lloyd Young, Vincent Piazza, Erich Bergen, and Francesca Eastwood. The current adaptation of Annie - a popular and long-running Broadway musical that was previously adapted into a film in 1982 - will be released December 19. Annie's reboot will
feature Quvenzhané Wallis in the title role and Jamie Foxx as Benjamin Stacks, the renamed Daddy Warbucks character. The film also stars Cameron Diaz as the villainous Miss Hannigan and Rose Byrne as Grace; Stacks is a kind assistant. While it remains to be seen if any of these film adaptations can
match the success of the original musicals, it should be noted that Hollywood has a long tradition of mining Broadway for source material with varying degrees of success. However, whether Hollywood's latest attempts to restore Broadway musical entertainment to the big screen is successful, there are
always plenty of other outstanding film adaptations of musicals that movie buffs can reconsider. While there are literally dozens of great films to choose from in this genre, here are five particularly great film adaptations of musicals that garnered significant critical acclaim as well as box office receipts. 1.
West Side Story (1961) This 1957 broadway musical of the same name was a runaway commercial and critical success. Loosely based on William Shakespeare's play Romeo and Juliet, West Side Story tells the story of two star-crossed lovers who get caught up in a clash between rival gangs in 1950s
New York City. With music composed by Leonard Bernstein and lyrics written by Stephen Sondheim, west side story songs are irresistibly catchy and have become American classics. West Side Story has won a record ten Oscars, more than any other musical film adaptation, according to IMDb. The film
currently holds a 94 percent Certified Fresh rating from critics on Tomatoes. 2. Chicago (2002) A Broadway musical of the same name that originally opened in 1975, this film adaptation ended a thirty-year-plus Best Picture Academy Award drought for musicals and was widely credited with reviving the
genre. Starring Renée Zellweger, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Richard Gere, Queen Latifah, and John C. Reilly, this film tells the story of two women who cynically use their fame to avoid murder convictions. According to Box Office Mojo, Chicago is the second highest-grossing live-action musical since 1974
with a total gross life of nearly $171 million. Chicago currently has an 87 percent Certified Fresh rating from critics on Rotten Tomatoes. 3. The Sound of Music (1965) Made during Hollywood the golden age of film musicals in the 1950s and 1960s, The Sound of Music was a very successful film adaptation
of the 1959 Rodgers and Hammerstein Broadway musical of the same name. The film version stars Julie Andrews as Maria and Christopher Plummer as Captain Georg von Trapp. The film includes the same infectiously hilarious songs that made the stage version so popular, including classics like My
Favorite Things and Do-Re-Mi. As IMDb reports, The Sound of Music took home five Oscars, including Best Picture. 4. Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street (2007) While the character of Sweeney Todd comes from the Victorian era, this Tim Burton-directed film is an adaptation of Tony
Sondheim's Award-winning 1979 musical. Starring Johnny Depp in the title role and Helena Bonham Carter as his murderous accomplice Ms Lovett, this dark comedy film tells the story of a skilled barber who seeks revenge on the corrupt judge who accused him. While Burton's adaptation of this highly
successful musical has received generally favourable reviews, some critics have taken care of the director's decision to shorten and remove some of Sondheim's original songs. However, the film has won a number of awards, including an Oscar for Best Achievement in Directing The Arts, according to
IMDb. Depp also received a nomination for Best Actor for portrayal of Sweeney Todd. With nearly $53 million in total domestic box office receipts, Sweeney Todd: Demon Barber of Fleet Street ranks 15th on mojo's box office list of highest-grossing musicals. 5. Cabaret (1972) While this Bob Fosse-
directed film is based on a 1966 Broadway musical of the same name, the film version is moving away from the original musical with few plot and character differences. Set in 1930s Berlin, Cabaret tells the story of Sally Bowles, an American cabaret artist whose life becomes increasingly chaotic as the
Nazi party rises to power in Germany. Starring Liza Minnelli as Sally Bowles and Michael York as Brian Roberts, the film was a commercial and critical success. As IMDb reports, Cabaret won eight Oscars, including an Oscar for Best Actress for Minnelli and an Oscar for Best Director for Bob Fosse. The
film currently has percent Certified Fresh rating from critics on Rotten Tomatoes. More from Wall St Cheat Sheet: Follow Nathanael on Twitter (@ArnoldEtan_WSCS) (@ArnoldEtan_WSCS)
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